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CommoivwealiVv of M aas acVvvis eft a.

Tlie Committee of both Houses on Railways 
and Canals to whom was referred the Message of 
his Excellency the Governor communicating the 
Report of the Commissioners of the Board of In
ternal Improvements, have had the same under 
consideration and ask leave to Report, that no 
petition on this subject has been submitted to your 
Committee and they have not been informed that 
any application for Legislative aid will be made at 
this session. But as the Report of the Commis
sioners and the Engineer contains much valuable 
topographical information which may be highly 
useful to the public, they would respectfully re
commend that I.'iOO copies of the same together 
with a Map of the Routes, be published for the use 
of the members of the General Court, and the 
plans be deposited in the Library of the Legisla
ture. By order of the Committee

JOHN W. LINCOLN, Chairman,

In Senate, Feb. 18, 1829.—Read and ordered 
accordingly.cj %,

PAUL WILLARD, Clerk,



To His Excellency Levi Lincoln, Governor o f the 
Commonwealth o f Massachusetts.

Sir :
Pursuant to a Resolve of the Legislature pas

sed March 2d, 1827, I have the honor in behalf of 
the Commissioners of the Board of Interna) Im
provements, to transmit to your Excellency the 
accompanying Report and Plan of the survey of a 
route for a Canal leading from Boston, in the gen
eral direction mentioned in the petition of Aaron 
Tufts and others to the Blackstone Canal, and to 
the line of the State of Connecticut, at Thompson, 
to meet the proposed canal, leading from Norwich 
in that State and thence to Western in the County 
of Worcester, in the general direction mentioned 
in the petition of Heman Stebbins and others.

With sentiments of the highest Respect,
I am your obedient Servant,

JO SI AH J. FISKE, Chairman. 
Boston, February 9, 1829.
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To the Honourable Senate
and House o f Representatives.

The Commissioners of the Board of Internal 
Improvements, to whom the Legislature by a Re
solve of the 2d of March, 1827, assigned the duty 
of making a Survey of a Route for a Canal from 
Boston to the Blackstone Canal, and to the line of 
the state of Connecticut, to meet a proposed canal 
leading from Norwich in that state, and thence to 
extend their survey to Western in the county of 
Worcester, have transmitted to me their Report, 
with accompanying plans, profiles, and estimates of 
expense, which I hasten to present to your exam
ination.

The route preferred by the Commissioners, is 
through Brighton and Watertown to Newton Lower 
Falls,thence through Natick and Medway, generally 
by the course of the Charles River to the summit 
level in Bellingham, thirty-six miles from Boston, 
and two hundred and ten feet above tide w aters; 
and thence seven and a half miles further, by a 
descent of twenty feet, to the intersection with the 
Blackstone Canal in Mendon, making the whole 
distance from Boston to the Canal forty three and 
a half miles. The route is then with the Black-
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stone Canal to Worcester about twenty six miles. 
Here, leaving the canal, it proceeds by a summit 
level in Ward, through part of Oxford and Dudley 
into Thompson in the state of Connecticut, and to 
the waters of Quinebaug, and up the valley of 
that river, through Southbridge and Sturbridge to 
a summit level, nearly at the height of the level of 
the Podunk Pond in Brookfield; and thence down 
the Quabaug River, a branch of the Chickopee, to 
Western.

T1 ie distance from Worcester to Western, on 
the line of the survey, is fifty miles, with a lockage 
of about five hui dred feet. The line extended to 
Springfield, at the estimated distance of twenty" 
four miles, will make the whole route from Boston 
to that place about forty six miles further than the 
present stage road, and from Boston to Worcester 
about twenty six miles greater than by the Turn
pike.

The expense of constructing the canal, is esti
mated by the Commissioners, at 10,200 dollars per 
mile, on the eastern section, from Boston to the 
point of intersection with the Blackstone Canal;— 
and on the western section, from the Canal in 
Worcester over the Ward summit, by Thompson 
in Connecticut, to Western, at 13,500 dollars per 
mile, or an average of about 12,000 dollars per 
mile for the whole distance of ninety three and a 
half miles of new construction from Boston to 
Western, exclusive of damages for land.
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Abundant supplies of water, in the opinion of 
the Commissioners, may be obtained for the pur
poses of the Canal, upon each section of the route, 
without prejudice to existing Hydraulic works.

The Commissioners state, that the limited ap
propriation of one hundred dollars, to extend the 
survey from Western to Connecticut River, by the 
route of the valley of the Chickopee, would not 
admit of their completing that service, within the 
condition of the Resolve of the 11th of March last.

The Reports of the Commissioners and Engi
neer, with the very beautiful maps, from actual 
surveys presented by the latter, will be found to 
afford much topographical information, alike inter
esting and useful to the public.

LEVI LINCOLN.
Council Chamber, Feb. 11, 1829.k
In Senate, Feb. 12, 1829. Read and referred 

to the Committee on Railways and Canals. ¡Sent 
down for concuirence.

PAUL W ILLARD, Clerk.

House o f Representatives, Feb. 14, 1829. Con
curred.

P. W. WARREN, Clerk.
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To His Excellency the Governor and the Honora
ble Council o f the Commonwealth o f Massa
chusetts :

The Commissioners of the Board of Internal Im
provements respectfully

R E P O R T  :
That in pursuance of a Resolve of the Legisla

ture, passed on the 2d day of March, A. D. 1827, 
they proceeded to ascertain whether a Canal, on 
the route proposed in the petition of Heman Steb- 
bins and others, could be supplied with water 
without injury to the water privileges on Chickopee 
River, on which subject the Board reported on the 
6th of February last, that such a Canal could be 
supplied with water without injury to said priv
ileges.

Having satisfactorily ascertained this fact, the 
Board proceeded, in pursuance of the same Re
solve, to survey a route for a Canal, leading from 
Boston to the Blackstone Canal, and to the line of 
the State of Connecticut, (at Thompson) to meet 
the proposed Canal leading from Norwich in that 
State, and thence to extend their survey to W est
ern in the County of Worcester. The first object 
of inquiry was to ascertain whether a sufficient
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to French River, leaves the Blackstone Canal in 
Mendon, near the line of Rhode Island, and pas
sing up Branch River through the village of Sla- 
terville, a distance of fifteen or sixteen miles, in 
the State of Rhode Island, to Wallum Pond, lying 
partly in that State, and partly in Massachusetts, 
and passing the summit a short distance north
westwardly from that Pond, in the town of Doug
las, descends to Slater’s Lake above-mentioned, 
and thence to French River.

These two routes accordingly coincide soon 
after passing the summit in Douglas. Here were 
three routes proposed between these two rivers, 
neither of them appearing, on a general examina
tion, to be impracticable, but each of them present
ing considerable obstacles and objections.

Accordingly the Board having viewed all the 
different summits, and being of opinion that.a'Ca
nal from the tide water in Boston harbour to Con
necticut River, by the general route proposed, was 
practicable, and could be supplied with sufficient 
feeders, proceeded, in the first place, to make the 
surveys between Boston and the Blackstone River. 
One point in this part of the route was fixed with
out question, viz. the place of passing the summit, 
the only place proposed being in the town of Bel
lingham, a little to the west of Aaron Thayer’s 
Mills, and about a mile to the south of the residence 
of Doct. Thurber, in Mendon.
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The next enquiry was, whether to approach 
Boston from this point by the most southerly route, 
passing down the Charles to Medfield, and crossing 
the summit between that river and the Neponset, 
near the boundary of Medfield and Walpole, then 
down the valley of the Neponset, leaving that river 
near its junction with Mother Brook, and passing 
down along Stoney Brook through Roxbury. The 
objections to this route were its circuitousness, and 
the difficulty of passing the high ground between 
the valley of the Charles and Neponset Rivers, 
which, if practicable, would at least be very ex
pensive. The route lying nearest to the last, pas
ses along the Charles to Medfield, whence it was 
proposed to pass to Dedham, without following the 
bend of the river through Natick; and from Ded
ham, taking the route of Mother Brook, to meet 
the last described route in the upper part of Rox
bury. But on viewing the ground it appeared to 
be impracticable to pass from Medfield to Dedham, 
without following the bend of Charles River 
through Natick. Having thus ascertained that the 
Canal must probably pass through Natick, the 
most direct route to Boston was by the way of 
Needham, Newton and Watertown.

The first survey was therefore made from Na
tick, through a part of Needham, to Newton Low
er Falls ; the result of which was, that the sum
mit might be passed, and the circuitous route of 
the river avoided, by a cut in Needham, in the
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deepest place, from fifteen to twenty-five feet, the 
depth depending on the general level, which it 
might be thought best, on the whole, to assume 
through the town of Natick.

This accordingly appeared to be the preferable 
route.

The fixing this part of the route, determined 
the general course of the Canal between Boston 
and the summit in Bellingham, the other parts of 
which were subsequently fixed by more particular 
examinations and surveys, the details and results 
of which will appear in the accompanying Report. 
I t will also appear by that Report, that the Canal 
may be supplied with water in this part without 
injury to the Manufacturing establishments on 
Charles River, and without any unusual and extra
ordinary expense for Reservoirs.

The Canal in this part would be fed at the sum
mit level from North Pond, lying mostly in Hop- 
kinton, and Beaver Pond, in Bellingham, in both 
which, very extensive reservoirs may be made, by 
flowing land of inconsiderable value, and besides 
the supply from these sources, some six or seven 
small streams may be brought into this level. The 
other principal reservoirs which might be formed 
for this part of the Canal, are Bullard’s Swamp in 
Bellingham, Farm Pond and Little Pond in Sher
burne, Bullard’s Pond in Natick, and Broad Pond in 
Needham, and None Such Pond on the borders of 
Sudbury andWeston. The last considerable supply
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towards Boston, and about fifteen miles distant from 
it, is Little Pond and Sawin’s Brook, which runs 
through it, in Sherburne. Though two reservoirs at 
least may be formed nearer Boston, namely, that of 
Bullard’s Pond in Natick, and None Such and Broad 
Ponds, yet at the assumed level of the Canal in 
Natick, the outlet of these reservoirs would be too 
low, to be made direct feeders to the Canal, but 
this does not appear to be material, since the wa
ters reserved in them may be drawn off into the 
river during the dry season, and thus replace what 
should be taken above at Sawin’s Brook for the 
supply of the Canal.

In passing from Medway to Natick, a great sa
ving of distance is made by leaving Charles River 
below Medway Falls, and passing along Black 
Swamp instead of following the course of the river, 
which is here, as in almost everjr part indeed, very 
circuitous. Examinations and trial surveys were 
made with the view of passing nearer to Sherburne 
Meeting-House, and thus saving the principal bend 
which now appears in the projected route ; but 
this was found to be impracticable.

The distance from Boston to the Bellingham 
summit is thirty six miles, and the height of the as
sumed level above the tide water is two hundred 
and ten fee t; thence the route descends twenty 
feet in a distance of seven and a half miles to the 
place of meeting the Blackstone Canal near to the 
Blackstone Factory in Mendon, about eighteen
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miles from Providence, and twenty seven from the 
other termination of that Canal in Worcester; the 
point of meeting being 190 feet above the level of 
the marsh in Cambridge. It has been suggested 
that the proposed Canal may be continued at the 
Bellingham level until it meets the Blackstone Canal 
at a higher point, some three or four miles above 
the Blackstone Factory, which would make the 
whole lockage between Boston and Worcester the 
same as from Worcester to Providence.

In the subjoined report of the survey, the esti
mate for this part of the Canal, namely, from Bos
ton to the intersection with the Blackstone, is made 
separately from that of the more westerly part of 
the general route surveyed, upon the supposition 
that this part may become a subject of distinct 
consideration, as opening the desired communica
tion by a cheap mode of transportation between 
Boston and the interior of the Commonwealth. A 
distinct project for a Canal on this part of the gen
eral route will be of still greater importance should 
the Blackstone Canal by the execution of the pro
ject recently started, be extended beyond Worces
ter towards the northerly boundary of the Slate.

A mere examination of the proposed routes be
tween the Blackstone and French Rivers, did not 
afford satisfactory grounds for a decided preference 
of either, without some surveys upon each. It 
appeared upon making the requisite surveys, that 
the summit by the Ward route was thirty four
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feet lower than that by Wallum Pond, and one 
hundred and three feet lower than that by Mum- 
ford River. As the whole lockage to boats, by the 
Ward route would be sixty eight feet less than by 
Wallum Pond, and as the lockage to be constructed 
on this route wmuld be three hundred and fourteen 
feet less, and as the distance of Canal to be made, 
would be less by about eighty miles, it was con
cluded not to complete the survey by the way of 
either Mumford River or Wallum Pond. Examin
ations were made in the territory lying between 
these routes, to find an intermediate one, but it was 
very satisfaetorialy ascertained that no such can be 
found.

It appears from the annexed report, that the dis
tance on the Blackstone Canal is twenty four miles 
and three quarters, and from the place of leaving 
that Canal to the Ward summit is about seven 
miles, and the ascent one hundred and fifteen feet: 
thence we descend one hundred and twenty five 
feet in a distance of ten miles, to the place of 
leaving the bank of French River in Dudley, and 
turning towards the Quinebaug.

From this place only one route was proposed, 
which passing the summit by a cut of between 
twenty and thirty feet, being greater or less accor
ding as a higher or lower level should be assumed 
for the Canal in approaching it, then descending 
about forty six feet the Canal meets the Quinebaug 
River in the town of Southbridge, at a distance of
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nine and a half miles from the place of leaving 
French River, about four and a half miles of which 
distance is within the State of Connecticut. The 
route then passes along the banks of the Quine- 
baug, ascending two hundred and ten feet in a dis
tance of about nine and a quarter miles, to the 
summit level near the Meeting-House in Stur- 
bridge, and continues on this level about fourteen 
and a quarter miles to Fuller’s Factory in Western, 
which is at the distance of about twenty four miles 
from Springfield, making the whole distance from 
Boston to Connecticut River by this route, about 
one hundred and forty two miles.

To keep the level above mentioned, from Stur- 
bridge to Western, it is necessary to tunnel about 
half a mile through a gravelly hill to the south of 
Podunk Pond in Brookfield, which separates the 
waters flowing into the Connecticut by the Qua- 
baug and Chickopee Rivers, from those passing 
south towards Norwich by the Quinebaug.

The accompanying Report will, however, show 
that notwithstanding this tunnelling and the pretty 
deep cut in passing the summit between French 
River and the Quinebaug in Dudley, and the con
siderable excavations to be made at the Belling
ham and Ward summits, the proposed Canal will 
not, on the whole, be extraordinarily expensive in 
construction. From Boston to Western the ag
gregate of ascent, omitting the part of the Black- 
stone Canal included in the route, is five hundred
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and thirty five feet, and the aggregate of descents 
one hundred and ninety one feet, making an 
amount of seven hundred and twenty six feet of 
lockage in ninety three and a half miles of Canal. 
The estimated expense of the Canal is about ten 
thousand and two hundred dollars per mile from 
Boston to the Blackstone, and thirteen thousand! 
five hundred and fifty dollars per mile from Wor
cester to Western, without including any allow
ance for damage to lands.

The Board does not deem it incumbent on them 
to go into a particular consideration of the reasons 
in favor of or against the undertaking of the con
struction of a Canal on this route, since the inquiry 
would necessarily involve a comparison of this 
project with others now before the public. In 
regard to the supply of water and expense of con
struction, the route is, on the whole, more favour
able than had been anticipated.

It will readily be seen that the route is circui
tous, making the distance from Boston to Worces
ter about twenty six miles greater than by the 
Worcester turnpike, and to Springfield about forty 
six or seven miles greater than the present stage 
route.

This is not however, by any means so material 
a circumstance as it would be in the project of a 
Rail Road, since expedition in travelling is of great 
importance in regard to such a road, whereas 
cheapness is the main object in Canal transporta-
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tion. Were it deemed important to shorten the 
distance of the route between Boston and Spring- 
field a saving may be made by taking the route by 
Wallum Pond. Whether another saving of dis
tance might be made by passing further up the 
Quinebaug in Sturbridge and taking one of its 
branches towards Brimfield, and thence descending 
to the valley of the Chickopee, leaving Brookfield 
and Western to the north, the Board have not the 
means of forming an opinion as the Resolves in 
relation to this subject did not seem to authorise 
examinations and surveys in that direction. There 
seems however to be no doubt, that, if feeders 
could be found on such a route and the distance 
shortened, there would be a great additional ex
pense of lockage.

Phe deflections of this route from a direct course 
between its extreme points, are the less objection
able, since it every where seeks and follows the 
channels of business, there being now scattered 
along its borders numerous Manufacturing estab
lishments which will doubtless be multiplied and 
extended, as the population of the country in
creases, and the market for manufactured products 
augments. Considering it, therefore, not merely 
as a channel of communication between the termi
ni at Boston and Springfield, but in connexion 
with other channels as affording facility of trans
portation between all the intermediate points on 
the route, and the great markets of Boston, Provi-
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dence, and New York, the deviations from a direct 
line, are in almost every instance, nearer ap
proaches to the shortest course for a good deal of 
the transportation, to its appropriate markets.

By a Resolve passed on the 11th of March last, 
the Board were directed to extend their survey 
from Western to the Connecticut River in or near 
the general route of the valley of the Chickopee 
River, provided the expenses of said survey should 
not exceed the sum of one hundred dollars. Being 
of opinion, however, that satisfactory surveys could 
not be made within the limits prescribed by this 
Resolve, the Board did not think it expedient to 
continue the survey beyond Western.

All which is respectfully submitted.

JOSIAH J. FISKE,
WILLARD PH ILLIPS,
JAM ES HAYWARD.

Commissioners of 
Internal Improvements-
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REPORT
O f the Surveys and Estimates for the proposed 

Canal from, Boston to the Connecticut River.

On the 19th of March we commenced the ex
aminations for the proposed line of canal from 
Boston to the Blackstone Canal; thence to the 
line of Connecticut, &c.—We first proceeded to 
examine the valley of Charles River, from Boston 
to the proposed summit in Mendon,—to ascertain, 
by trial levels, and a particular inspection of the 
water sources, whether a Canal, located with com
parative directness from this summit to Boston, 
could be supplied with w ater; and particularly 
whether it were practicable to carry the Canal from 
the most northerly point of the river in Natick, 
directly across the country to the river again near 
the Lower Falls in Newton;—as upon the result 
of this last enquiry, seemed to depend the question 
of pursuing the valley of Charles River below 
Medfield.

These preliminary examinations of the Eastern 
Section of the proposed Canal, occupied us about 
one month, and resulted more favourably to the 
recommended improvements than we had expected 
It was found that, by cutting from ten to fifteen
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feet deep, for about fifty chains ; and from fifteen 
to twenty feet deep, for twelve chains, the pro
posed saving in distance from Natick to Newton 
Falls, could be effected. It was also found practi
cable to leave the river, at Medway village, and 
pass through Black Swamp to the valley of the 
river again between Sherburne and D over; thus 
avoiding the very circuitous course of the river by 
Franklin and Medfield. The practicability of ano
ther short cut in Bellingham, from Thayer’s Mills 
to the outlet of Cedar Swamp, was found to de
pend upon the height at which the summit level in 
this neighborhood, should be located. If  this level 
shall be placed so low as to receive the water of 
Beaver Brook, at the height at which we crossed 
it in the trial survey for this purpose, the proposed 
saving in distance (about a mile) would require a 
cut of ninety chains in length, and varying in depth 
from twenty five to thirty eight feet.

It was also ascertained that, by leaving Charles 
River, at the head of Thayer’s Mill Pond in Bel
lingham, two hundred and twenty feet above tide 
water, the length of Canal to the Blackstone, at 
Blackstone village, would be seven and a half 
miles; and that the level of Thayer’s Pond may 
be kept with no formidable excavation or embank
ment, nearly or quite the whole of this distance. 
If  we lock down at all to the west of Bellingham, 
it will be cheaper to do it about one half mile to 
the east of Blackstone. These seven miles would
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then constitute the summit level between Boston 
and the Blackstone valley. But if we cut ten feet 
deeper at the summit between Charles River and 
Mill River, we shall add from two and a half to 
three miles to this summit level, towards the east. 
This will give great facilities in the use of water 
from Mill River and Beaver Brook : and the cost 
of construction would be hardly augmented by i t ; 
as the saving in locks, acquaduct and embankment, 
will very nearly balance the extra expense of cut
ting between Charles River and Mill River. If this 
deep cut be made, the summit level will be two 
hundred and ten feet above the level of the marsh 
at Boston, and twenty feet above the level of 
Blackstone Factory Pond.

It may be found better not to lock down from 
this level into the Factory Pond, but continue the 
level along the eastern bank of the river, till we 
meet the Blackstone Canal on the same level. 
The subjoined estimate supposes, however, that 
the proposed Canal meets the Blackstone Canal at 
Blackstone village, locking down from the Mendon 
level about one half mile from this junction.

In order to explain clearly the manner in which 
it is proposed to supply water for this summit 
level, it is important to remark that Mill River, 
which rises in Hopkinton, and flows into the 
Blackstone near Woonsocket Falls, passes within 
about a mile of Charles River at this summit; and 
that about a mile above the point where the survey 
crosses this river, its waters are on a level with
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Thayer’s Pontl in Charles River, through which 
the survey also passes. A out of sixty chains in 
length, and twenty one feet greatest depth, will 
conduct the waters of the Charles into the valley 
of Mill River, and an artificial channel of about a 
mile in length, along the side hill, would bring the 
waters of Mill River through this cut into the val
ley of the Charles. The direct supply, therefore^ 
will be from these two rivers. But, not to injure
the mill owners on either of these streams, it is 
proposed to construct reservoirs above this summit 
and lay up when water is plenty, a sufficient sup
ply for the exigencies of the Canal during the drier 
seasons of the year. For this purpose, a survey 
was made of North Pond, between Upton and 
Hopkinton, at the head of Mill River; and o* 
Beaver Pond in Bellingham, the outlet of which 
flows into Charles River a little below the above 
mentioned Thayer’s Mills.

North Pond wras found to contain an area of 100 
acres; but by a dam a few yards only in length, 
there may be added to the pond a prism of water 
of 260 acres in surface with an average depth of 
10 feet. This, without drawing any portion of the 
original pond or using any of the summer waters,
gives, cubic f e e t ................................  113,256,000
Beaver Pond will afford a reservoir 

of 135 acres, of the average depth 
of 10 feet, making cubic feet, - - 58,806,000

Capacity of the two reservoirs, cub. ft. 172,062,000
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Supposing half the usual yearly evap
oration to take place in the four 
drier months, we may deduct for 
extra waste on this account, - - 16,042,000

Leaving for the use of the Canal,cub. it. 155,520,000
It is estimated by the best authorities on this 

subject, that 50 cubic feet per minute, for each 
mile of a well-constructed Canal, is an ample sup
ply of water for all waste from evaporation, absorp
tion and leakage at the locks. Many experienced 
engineers have estimated this waste at much less. 
Taking the summit level in Mendon, at ten miles 
in length, it will require to supply this waste, 500 
cubic feet per minute : and supposing also the 
Canal to be supplied from the reservoirs, for four 
months, or 120 days as the supply of water from 
the natural streams would be abundantly sufficient 
for the use of the mills and the exigencies of the 
Canal during the remainder of the season;—
This expenditure would amount to 86,400,000 
Leaving for 4 months lockage, cub. ft. 69,120,000 

Supposing the chamber of the locks, to be 80 
feet in length, 10 feet in width, and at the extrem
ities of this summit level, of 8 feet lift——or of a 
capacity of 6400 cubic feet. The above quantity 
of water, allowing two locks full for each boat, will 
provide for the passing over this summit of 45 
boats per day. And supposing the capacity of the 
boats to be thirty tons each, we have provision for
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the daily transportation over this summit, of one 
thousand three hundred and fifty  tons of merchan
dize.

That there can be no doubt of the filling of these 
reservoirs, the following considerations sufficently 
show :—North Pond has five or six inlets, some of 
which are sufficiently large for the support of mills 
during the winter and spring. Beaver Pond has 
also several inlets, sufficient to fill it several times 
in the course of the year, with no injury to the 
mills below. The original pond had an area of 30 
acres; but some time subsequently to our survey 
of its swamps, some of the mill-owners on Charles 
River, built a dam at the outlet for the purpose of 
reserving its waters for the drier season. The 
rapidity with which the water accumulated in the 
pond, justifies the reliance which we had placed 
upon it as a reservoir; and the fact that the natu
ral waters of Beaver Brook could be spared for 
this purpose, several Aveeks after the spring floods 
had entirely subsided, seems an adequate proof 
that the mill privileges would not be injured by 
making this pond a reservoir for the use of the 
Canal. Besides, there is opportunity for laying up 
probably as much more water in the neighborhood 
of this pond. The expense of flowage is estimated 
by some of the principal owners of land, at five 
dollars per acre.

Besides the Avater which we take from these two 
rivers to be supplied by these reservoirs, there are 
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nine, (and if the summit be located on the lower of 
the two planes proposed, there are ten) other 
streams in these ten miles, which may be directly 
introduced into this level, three or four of which 
are sufficiently large to carry saw-mills during a 
great part of the year.

On the east of this summit the Canal will re
ceive the waters of Bullard’s Brook, in Belling
ham, which runs through a swamp and meadow 
in which a reservoir of 200 acres may be con
structed, with a slight expense for a dam. The 
ground flowed would be, in a great part, swamp of 
inconsiderable value.

At the distance of 100 chains further, the Canal 
will receive the waters of Mill Brook from Hollis- 
ton, which on the 7th of October was found to af
ford 900 cubic feet of water per minute; and in 
West Medway the water of Chicken Brook, which 
on the same day gave 350 cubic feet per minute. 
As the Canal lies along the bank of Charles River, 
through Bellingham and West Medway, nothing 
would be taken from the Mills to supply waste by 
leakage, for this distance.

At Medway village, the Canal leaves the river, 
taking a northeasterly direction through an extern 
sive morass known by the name of Black Swamp 
It may be conveniently located along the eastern 
margin of this swamp, and on a level which will 
occasion no waste of water for four or five miles. 
At the outlet of this swamp, and on the same level
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with it, Bogghister Brook comes in on the left.— 
This stream issues from Winthrop’s Pond, near 
the centre of Holliston, and supplies one or more 
factories before uniting with the outlet of Black 
Swamp. Near the line between Medway and 
Sherburne, a stream comes in from the north, wrhich, 
though not large, is fed by durable springs, and 
would in the dry season supply two miles of 
Canal.

In Sherburne, near “ The Narrows,” on Charles 
River, another brook which supplies a small facto
ry and some other mills, all above the place where 
the Canal would receive its waters, comes in on 
the left. About two miles farther to the east is 
Farm Pond, also in Sherburne, which will empty its 
waters directly into the Canal. This Pond has an 
area of 160 acres. It has no considerable inlets, 
but seems principally fed by springs, and the rains 
and snows of the winter season. By closing the 
outlet in the wet seasons, this Pond might be made 
a very important feeder for the Canal. The only 
expense would be that of a small doom for the 
purpose of regulating the discharge, as no dam 
would be required.

In Natick, about one mile from Farm Pond, is 
Sawin’s Brook, a stream which, of itself, supplies 
mills to do considerable business even in the dry 
season. This stream flows through Little Pond, 
which, together with the meadow and swamps up
on its borders, affords facilities for a reservoir of
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150 acres, of which a survey was made for this 
purpose.

Here the survey for the Canal, as will be seen by 
the plan, keeps near the left bank of the river, by 
Bigelow’s Mills, in Natick, to the outlet of Bul
lard’s Pond, in Needham. From this place it cross
es the country in a very direct course to the Lower 
Falls in Newton. The Canal, if located as high as 
is practicable, will require, at the summit of the 
high ground between Natick and Newton, a cut of 
60 chains in length, and of 25 feet greatest depth. 
In this case, Bullard’s Pond, which it has been pro
posed to use as a feeder, lies too low for the pur
pose. The stream, however, by which this pond 
is principally fed, may be introduced by an artifi
cial channel of about two miles in length.

The line of the Canal from the outlet of Bullard’s 
Pond to the summit of the high land, is along the 
valley of a small brook. A chain or two past the 
summit it passes through a small pond, and in a 
few chains farther receives the water of Parker’s 
Brook, which is fed by never failing springs, issu
ing from the hill through which this deep cut is to 
be made ;—a circumstance which, together with 
the fact that a natural pond at this summit stands, 
in the driest season of the year, at the height of 15 
feet above the proposed level of the Canal, is a suf
ficient indication that no loss of water would be 
here occasioned by filtration or absorption. Before
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crossing Charles River we have, in 56 chains, 70 
feet of lockage.

From this place near Newton Falls, the line of 
the survey is along the right bank of the river, to a 
point a little south of the road leading from Newton 
to Weston. Here the survey leaves the river, and 
passes along the valley in the rear of the Rev. Mr. 
Greenough’s church, in Newton, crossing the Wa
tertown road a little to the east of Newton village, 
and passing with comparative directness to Angier’s 
Corner. From this place to the river there is a se
ries of locks, bringing the Canal to a level but 10 
feet above tide water. The survey then follows the 
edge of the hard land on the southern border of 
the marsh, to the new road leading from Water- 
town to Cambridge Port, and thence very directly 
to the Full Baisin at the City Mills.

Instead of passing through Angier’s Corner, the 
Canal may be carried from Mr. Greenough’s church 
directly to Bemis’s Mills, and, crossing the river 
through the mill pond, it might proceed on a level 
10 feet above tide water, through Watertown, and 
along the left bank of Charles River, through Cam
bridge and Cambridgeport, to East Cambridge, and 
then to Boston.

Besides the feeders and reservoirs mentioned 
above, other facilities for supplies of water offer 
themselves along the line of the Canal, as well as 
near the summit. The meadows in Milford, near 
the head of Charles River, will admit of a resen-
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voir of probably more than an hundred acres. 
These were viewed for this purpose, but it was 
thought unnecessary to make further surveys in 
this neighborhood. Black Swamp, in Medway, 
may be made a reservoir of the probable extent of 
1000 acres, by a dam of two chains in length.

Sherburne meadows are also capable of reservoirs 
to the extent of 75 to 100 acres. None-Such Pond 
in Sudbury and Weston, and Broad Pond in Need
ham, the latter of which is capable of affording a 
reservoir of 250 acres, with a depth of 10 feet, 
may be made feeders to the Canal by sinking the 
Needham level ten feet lower than we have pro
posed. I doubt whether this would much increase 
the entire expense of constructing the trunk of the 
C anal; the extra digging would be only for a dis
tance of 65 chains, and the location would be im
proved probably for 6 or 8 miles above.

A pond in Newton, near the Rev. Mr. Grafton’s 
church, was also surveyed and found to contain 
35 acres. Its present outlet is towards the Canal, 
and sufficiently high for a feeder.

In view of all these natural sources and facilities 
for the construction of artificial reservoirs, 1 cannot 
doubt that this section of the Canal may be sup
plied for any probable amount of business, even in 
the driest seasons, without injury to the Manufac
turing establishments on the rivers below.

The length of Canal from Boston to the Black- 
stone is 43 | miles. It is considered that 3 feet in
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depth upon the surface of water, is an allowance 
sufficient for all waste from evaporation during the 
year. In 43 j  miles of Canal, supposing a width of 
33 feet at the surface of the water, there will be an 
area of 174 acres. And supposing that two thirds 
of the annual evaporation takes place during the 
four dry months, the expenditure of water on this 
account will average for the whole 43 -̂ miles, 88 
cubic feet per minute.
The whole allowance of 50 cubic feet 

per mile, gives per minute, - 2175 cubic ft. 
From which substract the - - 88 “ “

And we have for loss by leakage, 2078 cubic ft. 
per minute. This quantity, it is to be observed, is 
not taken from the use of the mills, but the Canal 
lying along the bank of the river; the water wasted 
bjr soakage from the Canal is saved to the use of 
the mills. Besides the proposed structures for the 
Canal do actually create, beyond the natural pro
ceeds of the streams, a supply nearly equal to two 
thirds of all this expenditure.

To supply this quantity of 2175 cubic feet per 
minute, at convenient intervals, we may draw from 
the several sources as follows:
From the reseryoirs at the summit, an 

average of, cubic feet per minute - - 500
The above-mentioned brooks in Mendon - 250 
From the proposed reservoir in Bullard’s 

Swamp 250
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From Mill Brook, in Bellingham - 500
“ Chicken Brook - - - - - ■ ■ 175
“ Sawin’s Brook and Reservoir - - - 500

Cubic feet per minute, 2175
These quantities, except for the reservoirs in 

the neighborhood of the summit, are not more thanu
half of what they will probably average through 
the summer and autumn, to say nothing of the 
many other small streams which will flow directly 
into the Caftal. Nor will any considerable incon
venience arise from supplying the last 15 miles of 
the Canal, from feeders to the west of i t ; as will 
be the case if no water is introduced to the east of 
Sawin’s Brook. It will require for the evaporation 
and absorption, upon the liberal allowance which 
we have made, a current only in the ratio of one 
mile in seven hours. There are three or four 
small streams, however, in this distance, which will 
readily flow into the Canal.

Having satisfied ourselves respecting the gene
ral course of this Canal, and the practicability of 
supplying it with water, our next object was to as
certain the best place at which to cross the high 
lands which separate the Blackstone valley and 
the valley of the French River which rises in the 
vicinity of Leicester and runs in a southerly direc
tion to Thompson in Connecticut, to which place 
we were instructed to extend our survey. Two 
places for crossing these high lands had been pro-
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posed ; one through the ponds in Douglass and Ox
ford, and the other through Eddy Pond in Ward. 
We first proceeded to examine the proposed sum
mit in the neighborhood of Douglass.

Badluck Pond had been mentioned as affording, 
besides its important capabilities as a reservoir and 
feeder, a suitable location for the summit level be
tween the two rivers. And it was supposed that 
Wallum Pond which lies partly in Massachusetts 
and partly in Rhode Island, might be used as a 
feeder for this summit. The natural outlet of 
Badluck Pond is towards the east into Mumford 
River, which falls into the Blackstone in Uxbridge. 
Its present area is 111 acres; but with the adjoin
ing swamp it will afford a reservoir of 244 acres, 
from 8 to 10 feet. deep.

Wallum Pond has an area of 500 acres. Its out
let is to the southeast into Branch River, which is 
entirely in Rhode Island; and which empties its 
waters into the Blackstone nearly opposite to the 
point at which our survey from Boston meets the 
Blackstone Canal. We first run a level from 
Badluck Pond to Wallum Pond through Wallum 
Pond Cedar Swamp which has its outlet towards 
French River. We found that the waters of Bad
luck Pond might be conveyed into this swamp by 
a cut of about half a mile in length, and 20 feet 
greatest depth. Wallum Pond was found to lie 69 
feet lower than Badluck Pond, and two feet above 
the Cedar Swamp, into which its water may be 

5
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conveyed by excavating a distance of 34 chains, 
and fifteen feet greatest depth. The channel con
necting the pond with the swamp, would meet the 
latter at its outlet, quite on its western border. 
The swamp would of itself, make a very consider
able feeder for the Canal.

From the outlet of this swamp, we run a level to 
Long Pond and Joslin’s Pond in the northeastern 
part of Thompson, and thence to Slater’s Lake,* 
which lies entirely in Massachusetts, and which is 
supposed to contain between 3000 and 4000 acres. 
It lies 110 feet below the level of Wallum Pond, 
and two and a half feet above Long Pond, which, 
at a trifling expense may be placed on the same 
level, and even higher if desired, and will contain 
an area of about 50 acres. Joslin’s Pond lies about 
one foot higher than Slater’s L ake; has an area of 
78 acres, and with a dam of about 50 yards in 
length may be raised 10 feet. The outlet of Jos
lin’s Pond unites with that of J^ong Pond near the 
la tte r; their united waters then flow in a south
easterly direction to meet the outlet of Wallum 
Pond Cedar Swamp. The outlet of Slater’s Lake 
is towards the northwest into French River, which

* The Indian name of this collection of water we find written 
Chargoggagogg-mauchoggagogg. A great variety of abbreviations 
of this te rm  have been made, but no one of them seems to have been 
generally received as the representative of the original. As this 
water is the property of Mr. Slater, who owns also several other 
ponds ; and as this is one of the largest collections of fresh water 
in the state, we have called it Slater’s Lake.
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it meets directly on the line between Oxford and 
Dudley. A trifling amount of excavation will
unite the Thompson Ponds with this lake.

The other summit in Ward was subsequently 
examined. Eddy Pond was surveyed lor the pui’- 
pose of ascertaining its capability as a feeder for 
this summit. It was found to have, together with 
the swamp connected with it, an area of 200 acres. 
At its outlet, which is to the north, its banks are 
steep and about three chains distant. It has some 
small mills at the outlet which prevented my guag- 
ing its discharge. It was ascertained that Hart’s 
Brook, connected with a series of swamps to the 
northwest, could, with an artificial channel of about 
one mile in length along the side hill, be turned 
into this pond near its outlet; and that the waters 
of French River might also be conducted into it, 
near its southern extremity. A reservoir of 50 
acres could also be constructed in Burnt Swamp, a 
little to the south of Eddy Pond, and about 20 
feet below it. These reservoirs would be filled 
in the winter and spring without these artificial 
means. The water of Hart’s Brook may run con
stantly into Eddy P ond; and the surplus waters 
of French River, may, at every freshet, be thrown 
into Eddy Pond and Burnt Swamp, to be drawn as 
the exigencies of the Canal shall require. If water 
beyond this supply should be wanted, a reservoir 
could be constructed from the extensive swamps 
through which Hart’s Brook flows, by a dam of 
from two to three chains in length.
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The summit level to be supplied by these feed
ers, may be laid about six feet below the pre
sent level of Eddy Pond. It would be about one 
mile in length; would lie mostly in a meadow of 
clayey bottom, having a short cut of 17 feet great
est depth, into a meadow on the North. This 
ridge divides the waters which flow to the Black- 
stone, from those which flow to French River. 
A few chains south of this level, the Burnt Swamp 
feeder m aybe introduced; and 15 or 20 chains 
further the water of Pope’s Brook, which supplies 
a sawmill in the winter season, above this point 
The Canal will then fall immediately into Pope’s 
Factory Pond, out of which it would pass, through 
Cudworth’s Pond, into the French River meadows.

On the north of this summit, the Canal would 
receive* in about a mile, the water of Timber 
Swamp Brook, and in about a mile further, the 
outlet of Rams-horn Pond. This pond has been 
appropriated as a feeder for the Blackstone Canal : 
but the proposed Canal passing over the Ward 
summit, would meet the Blackstone at the point at 
which this feeder would be introduced ; there can 
be no objection therefore to the use of this water 
for the intermediate portion of Canal. The line of 
Canal surveyed from the summit in Ward and Ox
ford to the Blackstone, lies along the Rams- 
horn Valley to Trowbridge’s Pond; from which by 
a short cut it passes into the valley of the Black
stone, near Boy den’s Factory in Worcester, and
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unites with the Blackstone Canal in Burbank’s 
Pond, about two miles below the town, and twenty- 
four miles and three quarters from Blackstone Fac
tory. From this point to the summit there will be 
115 feet of lockage.

Suppose six feet of water in the Eddy Pond 
reservoir to be given to the use of the Canal, (the 
loss by evaporation and absorption being supplied 
through the artificial channels during the occasion
al summer freshets.)
This amounts to, cubic feet, . . .  52,380,000
Which gives, for 4 months, per minute, - - 303

Suppose 2~ miles of Canal to be supplied from 
this reservoir; it would require to supply waste, 
(upon the principles stated above,) per minute,
cubic f e e t , ..................................................... 125
Suppose also that 20 boats per day pass this 

summit, it will require for lockage, per 
minute, ..................................................... 178

Which make per minute, cubic feet, - - - 303
without trespassing upon the rights of any mill 
owner on either side the summit. And by adding 
about 3j feet to the depth of this reservoir, it will, 
upon the above principles, pass 40 boats per day.

The survey to the south of this summit, lies 
along the banks of the French River, with some 
slight cuts to avoid a circuitous course, till it meets 
the outlet of Slater’s Lake, on the line between 
Oxford and Dudley, and distant from the lake
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about one mile. From this point we carried the 
level to the lake, which gives us the height of the 
Douglass summit, and each of the ponds surveyed 
in that neighborhood. Wallum Pond would be 
made the summit in preference to Badluck; as it 
is 69 feet lower, and would therefore require 138 
feet less lockage ; and could be fed not only by 
Badluck Pond, but by the outlets of two consider
able swamps in Douglass Woods.

Wallum Pond lies 34 feet above the proposed 
summit between Ward and Oxford. The distance 
of the north end of this pond, from the point at 
which the route over this summit, would meet the 
French River, is eight miles. The distance of this 
point from the Canal in Worcester is 15 miles. 
The distance from Wallum Pond to the Blackstone 
by the Branch River, along the valley of which 
this route must lie, is not known. It is supposed to 
be about 15 miles.

It will be readily seen, that the lockage from the 
Blackstone to the French River valley, is 68 feet 
greater by the Wallum Pond summit, than by the 
route through Ward. It is also to be observed, in 
comparing these two routes, that 246 feet of this 
Jockage towards the Ward summit, is already con
structed on the Blackstone Canal ; so that the 
difference in the amount of lockage required to be 
constructed by the two routes respectively, is 314 
feet. The distance from Boston to Connecticut 
River, would probably be about 15 or 16 miles
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less by Wallum Pond than by Ward. The supply 
of water by the Wallum Pond route, would be 
very abundant.

From the point where these two routes meet, 
our survey kept the right bank of the French 
River to the Merino Factory in Dudley, where we 
are about 20 feet above the river. This level we 
kept along the side hill, passing the high ground 
between French and Quinebaug Rivers, through a 
gap in the hill, on the line between Dudley and 
Thompson. From this place we gradually bore to 
the right, taking the most suitable ground to as- 
eend the Quinebaug on its eastern bank. Wfe re
crossed the Connecticut line at a point 46 feet 
below the level at which we left French River. 
The route pursues the Quinebaug River to Stur- 
bridge, crossing the river several times in this dis
tance. At Sturbridge the route leaves the river, 
and passes up the valley of a small stream, which 
empties into the Quinebaug from the north, in the 
direction of Podunk Ponds in Brookfield. Through 
these ponds we continued the survey down the 
Quabaug River, a branch of the Chickopee, with 
but five feet fall, for the distance of seven miles to 
Western. The whole distance from Worcester 
to this place, on the line of the survey, is fifty 
miles.

From Worcester to Western, it will be perceived 
we have two summits. The one in Ward has been 
already described. The other is the level of Po-
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dunk Ponds. From the south pond through the 
high ground, to the same level in the Quinebaug 
valley, near Phillips’s Mills, the distance is 110 
chains : the highest point above the bottom of 
the Canal on this level, is seventy eight feet. The 
cheapest method of passing this ridge, is by a tun
nel of 40 chains in length and an open cut the rest 
of the distance. Between the two extremities of 
the tunnel, there will be three places where it will 
be convenient to have it open to the surface of the 
ground. It seems to be entirely a gravel forma
tion ; with no appearance of rock or clay. There 
is plenty of rock in the neighborhood, from which 
materials for the lining of the tunnel, may be con
veniently obtained.

The lowest part of the route, is on the bank of 
the Quinebaug River, near the line between Mas
sachusetts and Connecticut. This level is 220 
feet below that of Podunk Pond. It seemed in
convenient to keep much higher on account of the 
great indentations in the hill along the eastern 
bank of Quinebaug River. In making a survey of 
location, however, it may be found that the extra 
expense of keeping 10 feet higher, will be less 
than that of the 20 feet lockage which will thus be, 
saved. The whole lockage then, from the Black- 
stone Canal in Worcester, to the Brookfield and 
Western summit, will be as follows : From Wor
cester to the Ward summit, 115 feet; from this 
summit to the lowest level of the Canal, on the
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bank of the Quinebaug, 171 feet;—and from this 
level to the summer level of Podunk Pond, 210 
feet, or 214 if the pond be raised four feet for a 
reservoir; making then an aggregate lockage of 
500 feet between Worcester and the Brookfield 
level.

The method proposed by the petitioners, for 
supplying water for the Brookfield summit, is to 
construct a dam at the outlet of Podunk Pond; and 
another at the inlet with gates to allow the water 
from the river above to flow in, whenever it should 
be higher than the water in the pond. From a 
point above the dam at the inlet, it wras proposed 
to cut a channel across the low ground a little to 
the north of the pond, to the river below. The 
object of this Canal is to carry off the summer wa
ters of Five Mile and Seven Mile Rivers, (which 
meet at a short distance above the pond,) to pre
vent injury to the meadows above the dam. In 
the winter and spring this Canal is to be shut; so 
that the accumulated waters of these rivers will 
flow into the reservoir; by which means it will be 
filled for the use of the Canal in summer.

The necessary surveys were made for ascertain
ing the practicability and cost of this method of sup
plying water for this summit. It was found that the 
dam at the inlet must be 15 chains in length, and, 
together with the gates and protecting wall, will 
cost 8 2,500 The length of excavation for a new 

6
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channel for the river, is 82 chains. The cost, sup
posing the width to be 50 feet at bottom, will be 
$ 22,932. The dam at the outlet will cost $ 2,000 
making the whole expense of constructing this 
reservoir 8 27,432

A cheaper, and in some other respects, a better 
method of supplying this summit, is to build a dam 
at the outlet of Podunk Pond; and, raising four 

fee l of water upon the summer level of these 
ponds, flow the swamps and meadows connected 
with the river, near to Stevens’ Mills. This will 
give to the Canal all the water that would be re
quired; and the amount of damage would be far 
less than the cost of the proposed artificial chan
nel for the river in summer. This method has 
other very important advantages. It will not only 
save this amount of the waters of the winter floods 
for the use of the Canal and hydraulic operations 
upon the river below; but it will save also (till the 
reservoir be filled) the waters of the summer fresh
ets, which now run to waste over the dams of these 
establishments; and will feed it out to them as it 
shall be wanted in seasons of draught. The dis
charge from this reservoir, might be entirely with
held, when the water of the other streams would 
supply the demands of the mills, and given out in 
greater abundance in the drier seasons. This, 
instead of an injury would be a benefit to these 
establishments ; making them independent of the
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varieties of the season with respect to supplies of 
water.

Another important benefit would result from 
this mode of constructing the reservoir. Whenev
er there is a considerable fall of rain in the haying 
season, or for some weeks before, the extensive 
meadows upon Quabaug River below Podunk, 
Pond, as well as those which we propose to flow, 
are, in consequence of the inconsiderable fall in the 
river, so flooded, as not only to injure very mate
rially the quality of the grass, but frequently to 
prevent the farmers from cutting it. This was the 
case the last season. Extensive tracts of these 
meadows were unmown in consequence of the not. 
very copious rain which fell about the time at 
which the grass should have been cut. This cir
cumstance gives a very uncertain value to these 
meadows, which might be calculated upon as cer
tainly productive, except in very uncommon sea
sons. This method of constructing the reservoir 
would, unless they were uncommonly copious, ar
rest the waters of the summer freshets, allowing no 
more to pass than was wanted for the mills. This 
would give opportunity for securing the grass up
on these meadows, and would also improve its, 
quality.

The present area of Podunk Pond was found to 
be 553 acres ; that of South Pond with which it is 
connected by a narrow channel, is 247 acres. This 
channel is the only outlet to South Pond, which has.
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also no considerable inlets. It receives its waters 
mostly from Podunk when the rivers are high ; and 
delivers it again to this pond when the floods sub
side. These ponds, with the meadow and swamps 
which we propose to flow, would constitute a res
ervoir of about 1000 acres. The water in this re
servoir is to be raised by a dam at the outlet of 
Podunk, four fee t above the common summer level 
of these ponds ; or three feet above the level at 
which we found them in September last, when we 
made the survey.
This will amount to - - - 174,600,000 cub. ft.
which, for 4 months, gives per

minute, ................................ 1 , 0 1 0 “ “
The length of Canal to be supplied by this res

ervoir is, exclusive of the ponds, 10 miles. This, 
allowing as in the Eastern section, 50 cubic feet 
per mile per minute, requires to supply all waste 
500 cubic feet per minute. And supposing 40 boats 
per day to pass this summit, (providing for the 
daily transportation of 1200 tons over this part of 
the Canal,) the expenditure of water per minute, to 
supply this lockage, would be 356 cubic fe e t; 
leaving for the use of the mills in the dry season, 
26,611,200 cubic feet more than the natural supply 
of the rivers ; and giving them the whole of the 
supply, at such times and in such quantities as 
shall best promote the business of these establish
ments.
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The greater part of the meadow proposed to be 
flowed for this reservoir, is of inconsiderable val
ue ; a small portion of it, however, is of excellent 
quality. But it is believed by good judges that 
$10 per acre will be an ample allowance for the 
flowage of these meadows and swamps.

Between the Ward and Brookfield summits, the 
Canal will be conveniently supplied from the 
French and Quinebaug Rivers, and their tributa
ries on the same side with the Canal. These trib
utaries will generally come in at intervals verv 
convenient for this supply.

This survey terminated in Western Village, on 
the Chickopee River which empties its waters into 
the Connecticut at Springfield. From Western to 
Springfield, I understand, is 24 miles. The exam
ination of these 24 miles is all that is wanting to 
complete the line of surveys for Canal navigation 
from Boston to Connecticut River.

The drawings for these surveys are in three 
sections. Section No. I, contains a ground Plan 
and Profile of the portion between Boston and the 
Blackstone Canal, denominated in this Report, the 
Eastern Section. Section No. 2, of the drawings 
gives the portion of the survey between Worcester 
and Connecticut line. It also contains a plan of 
the ponds in the vicinity of the Douglass summit.
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Badluck Pond in Douglass, and Wallura Pond part
ly in Douglass and partly in Burellville in Rhode 
Island, and Joslin’s Pond and Long Pond in 
Thompson, are given from actual and entire sur
veys. Parts of Slater’s Lake are also fixed by 
definite surveys. A line was run near its western 
border from the outlet at its north western extrem
ity to its south western p a rt; and several other 
points in the lake were determined by triangula
tion ; but the plan does not profess to give, with 
accuracy, its shape and size. Section No. 3, of the 
drawings consists of a Plan and Profile of that part 
of the survey which lies in the State of Connecti
cut, and the entire route thence along the valley of 
the Quinebaug, and through Brookfield to the ter
mination of the survey in Western.

A Map of the three States accompanies these 
drawings, on which is given, in a full red line, a 
trace of the surveys for the two sections of the 
Canal. First, from Boston to the Blackstone; and 
secondly, from Worcester to Thompson, and thence 
to Western. The proposed route over the Wallum 
Pond summit is indicated in a red dotted line.— 
The course of the Blackstone Canal is traced in 
yellow upon this map. I have used for this pur
pose a part of Mr. Hale’s “ Map of New England.” 
There is no Map of the State upon a larger scale, 
in the accuracy of which equal confidence can be 
placed.



AN ESTIMATE

OF THE COST OF CONSTRUCTING THE CANAL

T H E  E A ST E R N  SE C T IO N ,
Extending from  Boston to the Blackstone Canal 

Forty-three and a half miles.

Feeders and Reservoirs.— North Pond will flow 
160 acres beyond its present extent. A small por
tion of this is meadow of inconsiderable value ;—- 
the remainder is swamp.
The entire expense of this Reservoir 

may be estimated at - - - - $],500
Beaver Pond will flow 120 acres of 

swamp; which, with the other ex
penses of making it a feeder for the 
Canal, will amount to - - - - $000



Bullard’s Swamp and Meadow, will 
give 200 acres. The damage and 
other expenses may be estimated at 

Sawiris Brook will give a Reservoir of 
150 acres. The expense of this, as 
a feeder, will amount to - -

Expense of the Farm Pond feeder 
Grubbing, 462 chains - 
Excavation, embankment, water walls, 

&c. for 43^ miles of Canal,
Road Bridges, 56, at $175 
Farm Bridges, 40, at $  140 
Locks of stone, similar to those upon 

the Blackstone Canal, may be estima
ted at $600 per foot of lift, 230 feet 
of lockage will therefore amount to 

52 Culverts, the aggregate cost of which 
will amount to - 

Two Aquaducts of stone, at 
13 Lockhouses, at $500

Cost of constructing 43g miles of Canal 

Cost per mile, -

- $  2,000

- $ 2,500 
- $  200

- $3,400

$241,271
- $ 9,800
- $ 5,600

$ 138,000

$ 23,975 
- $  8,000 
- $ 6,500

$ 443,546

$ 10,196



W E S T E R N  SECTION,
From the Blackstone Canal in Worcester over the 

Ward summit, by Thompson in Connecticut, to 
Western in Mass.
In this portion we have two summits; one in 

Ward, and the other in Brookfield. The Ward 
summit is to be fed from a reservoir in Eddy 
Pond.
The whole cost of this feeder will be - $ 6,500 
The Burnt Swamp feeder may be esti

mated a t .............................................. $ 1,000
At the Brookfield summit, the dam at 

the outlet of Podunk Pond, with
gates, &c. will c o s t .................................... 8 2,000

Expense of f lo w a g e .....................................$ 2,000

Total expense of feeders, $ 11,500 
Excavation, &c. A tunnel of 40 chains in length 

is proposed to be constructed between South Pond 
in Brookfield, and the Quinebaug Valley. Under 
similar circumstances, a tunnel has been construct
ed for $69^$- the running yard. Estimating this 
at $69a per yard, the total cost of the tunnel will
b e .........................................................- $ 61,160
Excavation, embankment, river wall,

&c. for 492 miles of Canal, - - $ 257,015
Grubbing, 416 chains - - - - 8 3,075
Raod bridges, 56 at $ 175 - - - - $9,800

7
Amount carried over, $ 342,550



Amount brought over, $342,550
Farm bridges, 42 at $140 -
Culverts, 49 amounting to - 
Locks for 500 feet of lockage 
Lock-Houses, 28 at $500 -

- $5,880 
$ 15,000 

3 300,000 
$ 14,000

Total expense of costructing Western
Section, 50 miles, - $677,430

Add cost of Eastern Section, 43  ̂miles, $ 448,546

Total cost of constructing 93  ̂ miles of
C a n a l ............................................... % 1,120,976

Making per mile - $  11,989

If the locks are constructed of wood with stone 
foundation and bank walls, they might be built for 
250 dollars per foot of lift. The acquaducts, if 
built of wood, with stone abutments and piers, may 
be constructed for $4000. This will reduce the 
estimated cost of construction, for the Eastern 
Section, to 363,046

Upno the same supposition the locks on the 
Western Section may be built for $  125,000

This will reduce the cost of constructing this
Section, t o ......................................$  502,430
Add the cost of the Eastern Section - $  363,046

E x p e n s e  of constructing 93£ miles, - ,$865,476
Add for further surveys, engineers, su

perintendance, &c. $  69,524

Making total cost of 93a miles of Canal 
Or $  10 000 per mile.

% 935,000



This estimate is for a Canal 18 feet wide at bot
tom, with banks 6 feet in height, and sloping in 
the ratio or 3 to 2. These are the dimensions of 
the Blackstone Canal which the proposed Canal 
is to intersect.

All which is respectfully submitted,
JAMES HAYWARD.

Cambridge, Feb. 7,1829.
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